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JORDAN 
Air Jordan
27-year-old Jordan McCuaig started early. He might well consider 
himself a contemporary of the likes of Bicep, Phil Kieran, JD Twitch 
from Optimo and Ejeca from his native Belfast, but he hooked up his 
fi rst DJ gig when he was just 13. He must feel pretty seasoned by 
this stage. But it was just last year when things noticeably shifted 
up a notch. Tracks like his ‘Killing Mockingbirds EP’ sold out its vinyl 
release in rapid fashion, and boasted remixes from the scarcely 
hotter Adesse Versions and Borrowed Identity. Its success also 
got Tiga hot under the collar, so he quickly signed him to his Twin 
Turbo imprint, not to mention Derrick Carter and Luke Solomon’s 
venerable Classic. 
His latest salvo, ‘No Love Lust’, is the second on his own newly-
launched Nocturne Music label (and just to gild the lily, it’s got two 
mixes by Lauer and Gerd Janson’s unstoppable Tuff City Kids). If 
you’ve any sense, you’ll be all over it like a fl annel. 

SOUNDS LIKE?
Bicep, Red Rack’em, Extended Play

MOR ELIAN
One Mor tune!
Originally from Tel Aviv, though deeply entrenched in the LA scene since moving there 
in 2005, and now a regular in Berlin too, it comes as no surprise that Mor Elian produces 
music that displays a huge array of infl uences. Whether it be the dusty dub techno/tech-
house crossover of her recent ‘Echo Park’ EP for Finale Sessions, or the punchy, twisted 
‘Cymatic Ring’ four-tracker upcoming on her new label Fever AM, Mor’s efforts play like 
windows into her own musical history, hinting at her own developing timeline like the 
colourful layers of a sedimentary rock. While Mor’s overall sound is leaning more towards 
techno and electro recently (probably due to her trips to the German capital — check out 
her stella Solid Steel mix for Ninja Tune as the perfect example), it still possesses the 
more house-y elements of her earlier work for Trus’Me’s Prime Numbers imprint and the 
entrancing nature of her 2016 EP for Hypercolour. Deep and heady, yet highly effective on 
the dancefl oor, we can’t get enough of Mor Elian.

SOUNDS LIKE? Tom Demac, Markus Suckut, Tin Man

FYBE:ONE
Good Fybes
It’s not often a producer will boast a catalogue featuring the likes of experimental 
deep house outlet Project Mooncircle, future drum & bass lab Diffrent Music and 
Lisbon’s Substruct label — especially not all under the same alias. South Londoner 
Fybe:one has a penchant for going against the grain, however. As able to craft blissed 
out garage as he is forward-thinking house, or skittering half-time, Fybe’s style makes 
for upbeat, easy listening, guaranteed to leave you feeling vibesy. Meanwhile, his 
label, Shades Recordings, pushes the boat out even further, and is home to not only 
Fybe’s own debut LP ‘Elements’, but records by Boxwork, Sieren and Duct and more, 
which range from slamming techno to experimental ambient works and wibbly-wobbly 
house. Plenty to choose from, then, so you’ve no excuse not to have a look — keep an 
eye out for Fybe:one’s return to a faster pace with a new EP for Diffrent dropping soon!

SOUNDS LIKE? Synkro, Sieren, Robot Koch
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